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Bartók Hungarian Sketches
Stravinsky Orpheus
INTERVAL
John Adams Scheherazade.2
John Adams conductor
Leila Josefowicz violin
Concert finishes approx 9.40pm
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Welcome

8 December 2016

Welcome
Kathryn McDowell

Living Music
In Brief
A very warm welcome to this LSO concert at the
Barbican, the second of two programmes celebrating
John Adams’ 70th birthday. After a long history of
working with the LSO, we are delighted that he joins
us this evening to celebrate this milestone, conducting
three works that show the power of storytelling
through music.

CHRISTMAS OFFERS FROM LSO LIVE

The first half of the concert explores two evocative
pieces by Bartók and Stravinsky, composers who
have greatly influenced the work of John Adams.
The first, Hungarian Sketches, narrates Hungarian
folk traditions, while Stravinsky’s ballet is a haunting
interpretation of the Ancient Greek legend.

lsolive.lso.co.uk

John Adams will also be conducting one of his
own works this evening, his dramatic symphony
Scheherazade.2, a reimagining of the tale of the
legendary heroine of One Thousand and One Nights.
The LSO was fortunate to give the UK premiere of
this work in October 2015, and it is a great pleasure
to welcome back violinist Leila Josefowicz, for whom
this piece was composed, to perform the work again.
Both John Adams and Leila Josefowicz will also join
the Orchestra in taking tonight’s programme on tour
to Paris and Dijon later this week.
I hope you enjoy tonight’s performance and that
you can join the LSO at the Barbican again soon.
On Wednesday 14 December violinist James Ehnes
returns to perform Shostakovich’s First Violin
Concerto alongside conductor Fabien Gabel.

Kathryn McDowell CBE DL
Managing Director

Take the LSO home with you this Christmas with
LSO Live’s specially curated box sets and bundles.
Spend £35 or more to receive a 5% discount, £50
or more for 10% discount, or £75 or more for 15%
discount, plus free shipping on orders over £30.

LORD MAYOR’S APPEAL
We are delighted that the new Lord Mayor of the
City of London, Alderman Dr Andrew Parmley, has
chosen LSO Discovery, our education and community
programme, as the main beneficiary of his charitable
appeal for 2017. The appeal will support inspirational
projects such as an open access choral programme,
creative workshops for young people in special
schools and hospitals, and guided orchestral
concerts for school pupils at all levels.
thelordmayorsappeal.org

SOUND UNBOUND 2017:
THE BARBICAN CLASSICAL WEEKENDER
Early-bird passes are now available for Sound Unbound
2017, the Barbican’s Classical Weekender, which takes
place on 29 and 30 April 2017. With 60 short sessions
featuring everything from symphony orchestras to solo
concerts, the Festival showcases the infinite variety
of music, including film scores by John Williams
performed by the LSO, cutting-edge new commissions,
and performances by world-class soloists.
barbican.org.uk/soundunbound

London Symphony Orchestra

Ligeti’s

Le grand
Sat 14 & Sun 15 Jan 2017
Barbican Hall

Sir Simon Rattle conductor
Peter Sellars director
London Symphony Chorus
Simon Halsey chorus director
A SEMI-STAGED PERFORMANCE
produced by the LSO and Barbican
Part of LSO 2016/17 Season
and Barbican Presents

Death walks into an opera, a fat prince falls off his horse
and the end of the world is passed over in a drunken haze
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Béla Bartók (1881–1945)
Hungarian Sketches (1931)
1

AN EVENING WITH THE SZÉKLERS (ESTE A SZÉKELYEKNÉL)

2

BEAR DANCE (MEDVETÁNC)

3

AIR (MÉLODIA)

4

A BIT TIPSY (KICSIT ÁZOTTAN)

5

DANCE OF THE UROG SWINEHERDS (ÜRÖGI KANÁSZTÁNC)

PROGRAMME NOTE WRITER
JAN SMACZNY is the Sir Hamilton
Harty Professor of Music at Queen’s
University, Belfast. A well-known
writer and broadcaster, he specialises
in the life and works of Dvořák and
Czech opera, and has published
books on the repertoire of the
Prague Provisional Theatre and
Dvořák’s Cello Concerto.

ZOLTÁN KODÁLY (1882–1967)

The strains of folk-song flow strongly through
western art music in many eras, though never
more powerfully than in the early 20th century.
Janáček and Vaughan Williams, both avid collectors
of folk-song, willingly incorporated their findings
into many of their compositions. Bartók, however,
transcended both. Much encouraged by his exact
contemporary Zoltán Kodály, he discovered
an enthusiasm for Hungarian folk-song early
in the 20th century which led in short order to
arrangements of melodies and, by 1907, serious
collecting trips first in Slovakia, Transylvania and
further east in Europe, and in 1913, North Africa.

The alternation of slow and fast tempos in ‘An
Evening with the Széklers’ has each section led by
a wind instrument; its affecting simplicity provides
an effective curtain-raiser to the five movements
and sets off the gruff vigour of the ‘Bear Dance’
ideally. The ‘Air’ manages to strike a fine balance
between reflective and questing moods before
an exquisitely gentle conclusion. With irregular
rhythms and moments of sentimentality from the
strings, ‘A Bit Tipsy’ conveys superbly a sense of
near inebriation. By way of a finale, the ‘Dance of
the Urog Swineherds’, in which a solo clarinet takes
the melody over excitable rhythms in the strings,
develops an exhilarating sense of impetus before
a slightly quizzical close.

LSO LIVE NEW RELEASE
BARTÓK, STRAVINSKY AND PROKOFIEV

was a Hungarian composer, linguist
and philosopher. Kodály also took
a keen interest in education, and
is known for creating the ‘Kodály
method’, a system of music
education for children that sought
to develop musicality at an early
age, with exercises that focused
on listening, singing and movement
before studying musical notation.
Kodály met Bartók around the time
the former had started to collect
folk songs in 1905, and the two
men were lifelong friends and
champions of each other’s music.

Even before 1910, folk-song was well integrated
into Bartók’s developing compositional style and
permeates the piano collections he wrote between
1908 and 1911. While Bartók developed a modernist
and more abrasive style during the 1910s and into
the 1920s, there was no real sense of incongruity,
and when returning to these much earlier piano
pieces in 1931 he made arrangements of five of
them for orchestra entitled Hungarian Sketches.
The first two (No 1 is often translated as ‘An Evening
in the Village’) were from the Ten Easy Pieces of
1908; the ‘Air’ is taken from the Four Dirges; and
‘A Bit Tipsy’ is from Three Burlesques. The more
overtly folk-derived ‘Dance of the Urog Swineherds’
is from the large For Children collection.

Stravinsky The Firebird
Bartók
Piano Concerto No 3
Bartók
The Miraculous Mandarin
Prokofiev
Romeo and Juliet – Suite
Valery Gergiev conductor
Yefim Bronfman piano
‘An outstanding performance … Gergiev, hands
constantly aflutter, brought even the most
insignificant transition passages to vivid life.’
The Guardian
£11.99
Buy now | lsolive.lso.co.uk

lso.co.uk
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Igor Stravinsky (1882–1971)
Orpheus (1947)
SCENE 1
1

LENTO SOSTENUTO

2

AIR DE DANSE: ANDANTE CON MOTO

3

DANCE OF THE ANGEL OF DEATH: L’ISTESSO TEMPO

4

INTERLUDE: L’ISTESSO TEMPO
SCENE 2

1

PAS DES FURIES: AGITATO IN PIANO

2

AIR DE DANSE (ORPHEUS): GRAVE

3

INTERLUDE: L’ISTESSO TEMPO

4

AIR DE DANSE (CONCLUDED): L’ISTESSO TEMPO

5

PAS D’ACTION: ANDANTINO LEGGIADRO

6

PAS DE DEUX: ANDANTE SOSTENUTO

7

INTERLUDE: MODERATO ASSAI

8

PAS D’ACTION: VIVACE
SCENE 3

1
PROGRAMME NOTE WRITER
WENDY THOMPSON studied at
the Royal College of Music, before
taking an MMus in musicology at
King’s College, London. In addition
to writing about music she is
Executive Director of Classic Arts
Productions, a major supplier of
programmes to BBC Radio.

ORPHEUS’ APOTHEOSIS: LENTO SOSTENUTO

Stravinsky’s penultimate ballet Orpheus was written
towards the end of his so-called ‘neo-Classical’ period,
which lasted from the 1920s to the early 1950s, after
which he began to experiment with serial techniques.
Orpheus was begun in the autumn of 1946 in response
to a commission from Lincoln Kirstein, founder of the
Ballet Society (later the New York City Ballet), and the
choreographer George Balanchine who, like Stravinsky,
had emigrated to the US from his native Georgia.
Balanchine had already collaborated with Stravinsky
on two previous ballets, Apollon musagète and Jeu
de cartes, and conducted the New York premiere on
28 April 1948. Nearly a decade later, Agon completed
a triptych of ballets on ancient Classical subjects.
Orpheus deals with the myth that inspired operas
by Monteverdi and Gluck, but covers the protagonist’s
violent death and his apotheosis. It is divided into
three scenes, beginning after the death of Euridice.
The first sees the inconsolable Orpheus mourning his

lover, a harp representing his lyre, over a chorale-like
theme played by strings. Orpheus’ friends (represented
by woodwind) arrive to offer condolences, and the
Angel of Death, represented by a solo violin, appears
(Air de danse). The Angel takes Orpheus to Hades to
seek his dead wife; during an atmospheric Interlude,
they appear in the gloom of the Underworld, their
arrival heralded by trumpet calls.
Scene Two introduces the Furies, who dance agitatedly,
while making veiled threats towards the intruder.
Stravinsky himself said that ‘the music for the Furies
is soft, and constantly remains on the soft level, like
most of the rest of this ballet’. Then comes a slow
‘Air de danse’, as Orpheus employs his lyre to move
the gods of the Underworld to pity. As he dances,
the tormented souls in Hades stretch out their arms
to him, imploring him to continue his heart-melting
song (Interlude: L’istesso tempo). He continues his
‘Air de danse’, and Hades calms down. The Furies
surround Orpheus, bind his eyes, and return Euridice
to him (Pas d’action: Andante sostenuto). The newly
reunited pair dance a Pas de deux, but Orpheus
can no longer bear not to see his wife. He tears the
bandage from his eyes, and Euridice falls dead once
more (plucked strings). In a third Interlude, Orpheus
returns to Earth, and in a violent and dramatic
‘Pas d’action’, he meets his end at the hands of
the Bacchantes, who tear him to pieces.
A dignified calm returns in ‘Orpheus’ apotheosis’.
In the ancient legend, his severed head continued
its song, and now the harp resumes its first theme,
accompanied by a subdued dirge for two horns,
solo violin and muted trumpet. In Stravinsky’s
words, ‘Apollo enters. He wrests the lyre from
Orpheus and raises his song heavenwards’.
INTERVAL – 20 minutes
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Composer Profiles

Béla Bartók
Composer Profile
Born in 1881 in Hungary, Bartók
began piano lessons with his
mother at the age of five. He
studied piano and composition
at the Royal Academy of Music
in Budapest, where he created
a number of works that echoed
the style of Brahms and Richard
Strauss. After graduating he
discovered Austro-Hungarian
and Slavic folk music, travelling
extensively with his friend Zoltán
Kodály and recording countless
ethnic songs and dances
which began to influence his
own compositions. Kodály also
introduced him to the works of Debussy in 1907, the year in which he
became Professor of Piano at the Budapest Conservatory.
Bartók established his mature style with such scores as the ballet
The Miraculous Mandarin and his opera Duke Bluebeard’s Castle.
He revived his career as a concert pianist in 1927 when he gave
the premiere of his First Piano Concerto in Mannheim.
Bartók detested the rise of Fascism and in October 1940 he quit
Budapest and travelled to the US. At first he concentrated on ethnomusicological researches, but eventually returned to composition
and created a significant group of ‘American’ works, including the
Concerto for Orchestra and his Third Piano Concerto.
His character was distinguished by a firm, almost stubborn refusal
to compromise or be diverted from his musical instincts by money
or position. Throughout his working life, Bartók collected, transcribed
and annotated the folk-songs of many countries, a commitment that
brought little financial return or recognition but one which he regarded
as his most important contribution to music.
Composer Profiles © Andrew Stewart
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Igor Stravinsky
Composer Profile
The son of the Principal Bass at
the Mariinsky Theatre, Stravinsky
was born at the Baltic resort of
Oranienbaum near St Petersburg
in 1882. Through his father he met
many of the leading musicians of
the day and came into contact
with the world of the musical
theatre. In 1903 he became a
pupil of Rimsky-Korsakov, which
allowed him to get his orchestral
works performed and as a result
he came to the attention of Sergei
Diaghilev, who commissioned a
new ballet from him, The Firebird.
The success of The Firebird, and then Petrushka (1911) and The Rite
of Spring (1913) confirmed his status as a leading young composer.
Stravinsky now spent most of his time in Switzerland and France, but
continued to compose for Diaghilev and the Ballets Russes: Pulcinella
(1920), Mavra (1922), Renard (1922), Les Noces (1923), Oedipus Rex
(1927) and Apollo (1928).
Stravinsky settled in France in 1920, eventually becoming a French
citizen in 1934, and during this period moved away from his Russianism
towards a new ‘neo-Classical’ style. Personal tragedy in the form of his
daughter, wife and mother all dying within eight months of each other,
and the onset of the Second World War, persuaded Stravinsky to move
to America in 1939, where he lived until his death.
From the 1950s, his compositional style again changed, this time in
favour of a form of serialism. He continued to take on an exhausting
schedule of conducting engagements until 1967, and died in New York
in 1971. He was buried in Venice on the island of San Michele, close to
the grave of Diaghilev.

lso.co.uk
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John Adams (b 1947)
Scheherazade.2 (2014)
1

TALE OF THE WISE YOUNG WOMAN –
PURSUIT BY THE TRUE BELIEVERS

2

A LONG DESIRE (LOVE SCENE)

3

SCHEHERAZADE AND THE MEN WITH BEARDS

4

ESCAPE, FLIGHT, SANCTUARY
LEILA JOSEFOWICZ VIOLIN

PROGRAMME NOTE WRITER
JOHN ADAMS

The story of SCHEHERAZADE
appears in Arabian Nights or
One Thousand and One Nights,
collections of tales that, in the story,
Scheherazade used to captivate her
husband the king, prolonging her life

The impetus for this piece was an exhibition at the
Institut du Monde Arabe in Paris detailing the history
of the Arabian Nights and of Scheherazade, and
how this story has evolved over the centuries. The
casual brutality towards women that lies at the base
of many of these tales prodded me to think about
the many images of women oppressed or abused
or violated that we see today in the news on a daily
basis. In the old tale Scheherazade is the lucky one
who, through her endless inventiveness, is able to
save her life. But there is not much to celebrate here
when one thinks that she is spared simply because
of her cleverness and ability to keep on entertaining
her warped, murderous husband.

including the composer RimskyKorsakov in his famous 1888 tone
poem bearing her name.

‘She loves, she struggles, she fights,
she embraces, she gets above the
fray … she gets in the thick of it.’
Leila Josefowicz

for 1,001 nights. The character has
inspired countless artists and writers,

country and even on its university campuses. So
I was suddenly struck by the idea of a ‘dramatic
symphony’ in which the principal character role
is taken by the solo violin – and she would be
Scheherazade. While not having an actual story line
or plot, the symphony follows a set of provocative
images: a beautiful young woman with grit and
personal power; a pursuit by ‘true believers’; a love
scene (who knows … perhaps her lover is also a
woman?); a scene in which she is tried by a court
of religious zealots (‘Scheherazade and the Men
with Beards’), during which the men argue doctrine
among themselves and rage and shout at her only
to have her calmly respond to their accusations;
and a final ‘escape, flight and sanctuary’, which
must be the archetypal dream of any woman
importuned by a man or men.

Thinking about what a Scheherazade in our own time
might be brought to mind some famous examples
of women under threat for their lives, for example
the ‘woman in the blue bra’ in Tahrir Square, dragged
through the streets, severely beaten, humiliated and
physically exposed by enraged, violent men. Or the
young Iranian student, Neda Agha-Soltan, who was
shot to death while attending a peaceful protest
in Tehran. Or women routinely attacked and even
executed by religious fanatics in any number of
countries – India, Pakistan, Afghanistan, wherever.
The modern images that come to mind certainly aren’t
exclusive to the Middle East – we see examples, if not
quite so graphic nonetheless profoundly disturbing,
from everywhere in the world including in my own

I composed the piece specifically for Leila Josefowicz
who has been my friend and a champion of my
music (and many other composers) for nearly 15
years. Together we’ve performed my Violin Concerto
and my concerto for amplified violin, The Dharma at
Big Sur, many times. This work is a true collaboration
and reflects a creative dialogue that went back
and forth for well over a year and that I expect will
continue long after the first performance. I find Leila
a perfect embodiment of that kind of empowered
strength and energy that a modern Scheherazade
would possess.
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John Adams
Conductor
Composer, conductor and creative thinker, John Adams
occupies a unique position in the world of music.
His works stand out among contemporary classical
compositions for their depth of expression, brilliance
of sound, and the profoundly humanist nature of their
themes. Works spanning more than three decades
are among the most performed of all contemporary
classical music, among them Harmonielehre, Shaker
Loops, El Niño, the Chamber Symphony and The
Dharma at Big Sur. His stage works, all in collaboration
with director Peter Sellars, have transformed the
genre of contemporary music theatre.
Nonesuch Records has recorded all of Adams’ music
over the past three decades. The latest release is
Scheherazade.2, Adams’ most recent work.
As a conductor, Adams leads the world’s major
orchestras in repertoire ranging from Beethoven and
Mozart to Stravinsky, Ives, Carter, Zappa, Philip Glass
and Ellington. Conducting engagements in recent
and coming seasons include the Concertgebouw
Orchestra, Berlin Philharmonic, Los Angeles
Philharmonic, Netherlands Radio Philharmonic,
Vienna Symphony and BBC Symphony Orchestras,
as well as the orchestras in Houston, Cincinnati,
Atlanta, Seattle, Baltimore and Madrid.
In 2017 Adams celebrates his 70th birthday with
festivals of his music in Europe and the US, including
special retrospectives at the Barbican, Cité de la
Musique in Paris, and in Amsterdam, New York,
Geneva, Stockholm, Los Angeles and San Francisco.

Born and raised in New England, Adams learned
the clarinet from his father and played in marching
bands and community orchestras during his
formative years. He began composing at age
ten and his first orchestral pieces were performed
while still a teenager.
Adams has received honorary doctorates from
Harvard, Yale, Northwestern, Cambridge and The
Juilliard School. A provocative writer, he is author
of the highly acclaimed autobiography Hallelujah
Junction and is a frequent contributor to the New
York Times Book Review.
Adams is Creative Chair of the Los Angeles
Philharmonic. His new opera, Girls of the Golden
West, an opera about the California Gold Rush, will
premiere in November of 2017 in San Francisco.

lso.co.uk
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Leila Josefowicz
Violin
Leila Josefowicz’s passionate advocacy of
contemporary music for the violin is reflected
in her diverse programmes and enthusiasm to
perform new works. She frequently collaborates
with leading composers, and works with orchestras
and conductors at the highest level around the
world. In 2008 she was awarded a prestigious
MacArthur Fellowship, joining prominent scientists,
writers and musicians who have made unique
contributions to contemporary life.

Recent highlights include tours with the Cleveland
and the Finnish Radio Symphony Orchestras, as well
as performances with the Los Angeles Philharmonic,
the Seattle Symphony, Washington’s National
Symphony Orchestra, the Orquesta Nacional de
España, and the Royal Concertgebouw, Toronto
Symphony and Sydney Symphony Orchestras.
In recital Josefowicz has recently appeared at
New York’s Zankel Hall, London’s Wigmore Hall,
and in Denver, Berkeley and Budapest.

Highlights of Josefowicz’s 2016/17 season include
engagements with the Berlin Philharmonic, TonhalleOrchester Zürich, Royal Flemish Philharmonic,
Helsinki Philharmonic and Tokyo Metropolitan
Symphony Orchestras. In North America Josefowicz
appears with the St Louis Symphony, the San
Francisco Symphony, and the Chicago Symphony
and Minnesota Orchestras.

Josefowicz has released several recordings, notably
for Deutsche Grammophon, Philips/Universal and
Warner Classics. She was featured on Touch Press’
acclaimed iPad app The Orchestra. Her latest recording,
featuring Scheherazade.2 with the St Louis Symphony
conducted by David Robertson, was released in
September. Josefowicz’s recording of Esa-Pekka
Salonen’s Violin Concerto with the Finnish Radio
Symphony Orchestra, conducted by the composer,
was nominated for a Grammy Award in 2014.

Violin concertos have been written especially for
Leila Josefowicz by composers including John
Adams, Esa-Pekka Salonen, Colin Matthews and
Steven Mackey. Scheherazade.2 by Adams was
given its world premiere by Josefowicz in 2015 with
the New York Philharmonic. Luca Francesconi’s
concerto Duende – The Dark Notes, also written for
Josefowicz, was given its world premiere by her in
2014 with the Swedish Radio Symphony Orchestra
and Susanna Mälkki, before being performed by
Josefowicz, Mälkki and the BBC Symphony Orchestra
at the BBC Proms in 2015.
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John Adams and Leila Josefowicz
On Scheherazade.2

There is no other piece for violin
that is like this one in any way.

Watch the full interview with

John Adams: his dramatic symphony

John Adams and Leila Josefowicz
at youtube.com/lso

I ended up with this idea of a piece that was about
Scheherazade. It is about a modern empowered
woman who speaks truth to power. She goes to
some kind of trial where she is harassed and chased
by men. She’s tried, she’s condemned to death but
she escapes and she finds sanctuary. There was
enough of a narrative in the story that made me
decide it shouldn’t be just a concerto, so that’s
why I used the term ‘dramatic symphony’.
Leila Josefowicz: a special work for violin
There is no other piece for violin that is like this one
in any way. It’s so amazing to think about a role for
a piece and not just playing a great performance of
it. On an emotional level I am invested in this work
probably like no other. Every time we get on stage

and perform this piece, it is a voyage for everyone
and a huge one for me. Its been absolutely amazing
to be part of this work and such an honour.
Leila Josefowicz: John Adams’ music
I’m so lucky because I think we understand each
other’s language. There is a rhythmic impulse that
has to come naturally from within your body, your
mind, the way you think about music, the way you
feel rhythm and the way you feel the melody as
well. I knew from the very first time I heard John’s
music that it would be a very natural suit to my style
of playing. As a young player I was restless, I was
hungry for more adventure and more spontaneity
and maybe just my own feeling of wanting to
contribute to what I do in this art form, and we
just clicked very beautifully.

Reich, Glass, Adams:
The Sounds that
Changed America
Celebrating three composers
who transformed how we
hear the world
Read the interactive article at
barbican.org.uk/reichglassadams
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London Symphony Orchestra
On stage
FIRST VIOLINS
Roman Simovic Leader
Dragan Sredojevic
Lennox Mackenzie
Clare Duckworth
Nigel Broadbent
Ginette Decuyper
Gerald Gregory
Jörg Hammann
Maxine Kwok-Adams
Claire Parfitt
Harriet Rayfield
Colin Renwick
SECOND VIOLINS
David Alberman
Thomas Norris
Sarah Quinn
Miya Väisänen
David Ballesteros
Matthew Gardner
Julian Gil Rodriguez
Belinda McFarlane
Iwona Muszynska
Laurent Quenelle
Paul Robson
Sylvain Vasseur

VIOLAS
Rachel Roberts
Gillianne Haddow
Malcolm Johnston
Anna Bastow
Lander Echevarria
Julia O’Riordan
Robert Turner
Jonathan Welch
Carol Ella
Caroline O’Neill
CELLOS
Rebecca Gilliver
Alastair Blayden
Jennifer Brown
Noel Bradshaw
Eve-Marie Caravassilis
Daniel Gardner
Hilary Jones
Miwa Rosso
DOUBLE BASSES
Colin Paris
Patrick Laurence
Matthew Gibson
Thomas Goodman
Joe Melvin
Jani Pensola

FLUTES
Adam Walker
Alex Jakeman

Your views
Inbox

PICCOLO
Sharon Williams

HORNS
SAT 26 NOV – THE BEST OF JOHN WILLIAMS
Timothy Jones
Angela Barnes
Luke Davies @londonsymphony John Williams concert
Alexander Edmundson
Jonathan Lipton
was absolutely amazing tonight! Star Wars will always be
Jocelyn Lightfoot

OBOES
Olivier Stankiewicz
Rosie Jenkins

TRUMPETS
Michael Møller
Gerald Ruddock

COR ANGLAIS
Christine Pendrill

TROMBONES
Peter Moore
James Maynard

CLARINETS
Chris Richards
Thomas Lessels

a highlight

BASS TROMBONE
Paul Milner

BASS CLARINET
Katy Ayling

TUBA
Patrick Harrild

BASSOONS
Daniel Jemison
Dominic Tyler

TIMPANI
Nigel Thomas

CONTRA-BASSOON
Dominic Morgan

Charlotte West Well done @BarbicanCentre and
@londonsymphony for a fab John Williams concert tonight.
Our group aged 8 to 75 all loved it!
Laurence Owen Ah, I never get tired of hearing the
@londonsymphony playing John Williams. What a privilege
to hear them again @BarbicanCentre tonight.
Jessica Cervi @londonsymphony are UNBELIEVABLE!
Last night was incredible.

PERCUSSION
Neil Percy
David Jackson
Antoine Bedewi
HARPS
Bryn Lewis
Celine Saout
PIANO/CELESTE
Catherine Edwards
CIMBALOM
Christopher Bradley

LSO STRING EXPERIENCE SCHEME
Established in 1992, the LSO String Experience
Scheme enables young string players at the
start of their professional careers to gain
work experience by playing in rehearsals
and concerts with the LSO. The scheme
auditions students from the London music
conservatoires, and 15 students per year
are selected to participate. The musicians
are treated as professional ’extra’ players
(additional to LSO members) and receive fees
for their work in line with LSO section players.

The Scheme is supported by
Barbara Whatmore Charitable Trust
Help Musicians UK
Fidelio Charitable Trust
N Smith Charitable Settlement
Lord and Lady Lurgan Trust
LSO Patrons
Polonsky Foundation

London Symphony Orchestra
Barbican
Silk Street
London
EC2Y 8DS
Registered charity in England No 232391
Details in this publication were correct
at time of going to press.
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